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upon them in 1917. For one can hardly add a fifth side
to a four-sided monument. So the civic mind was sadly
bewildered by fresh problems of commemoration; peri-
styles and pylons danced in imagination before its anxious
eye; and it was haunted by a doubt, due to a slight
defect in its classical education, as to what one put inside
a cenotaph.
But though we lingered in the shade of that stupendous
cairn, the object of our quest was less aesthetic. Open hands
had met us at the station with a kindly offer to fill our day
for us ; and the afternoon, it seemed, was to be filled with
the State Legislature, that august revenant which appeared
within its marble halls once in two years and legislated for
six delirious weeks. Since it legislated for thirty thousand
square miles of fanning land, about a quarter of the size of
France, we were prepared to see it with respect. Besides,
it was State of spirit. Had not a sprightly leader-writer in a
neighbouring city observed that it was " proud because it
has a governor in the penitentiary . . , It also has
Wiz Stephenson of the Klan in there and has walled him in
as tight as possible." So we approached its Areopagus with
due respect, walking delicately over the chess-board marble
of its outer courts.
The House was in a gentle buzz of session. To eyes
accustomed to the ranked adversaries of Westminster or the
horse-shoe sweep of Continental Chambers, there is inevitably
something a little unimpressive in those legislatures where all
the members face in the same direction, sitting at little
desks. For the arrangement lends to the most adult
Parliaments an unexpected air of the schoolroom; one
almost looks along the file of bowed shoulders for a black-
board, and half expects someone to come in and give them a
half-holiday. That afternoon, however, work was in full
swing. A mildly conversational assembly was legislating,
at the rate of about a Bill every sixth minute, for its three
million subjects. One had a sudden vision of the benefi-
ciaries of this legislative energy—of the local lawyer noting
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